Piggy Features

Which words describe a pig? Colour the pigs **green** if they are true. Colour the pigs **red** if they are false.

- smart
- dirty
- fast
- lazy
- smelly
- cheeky
Piggy Features

Draw a picture of a pig below. Make sure you include a snout, ears, eyes, tail, hair and hooves.

Pigs have four ________________ at the end of their feet.

Pigs use their ________________ to dig and look for food.

Pigs wag their ________________ when they are happy.

Sometimes pigs ________________, which is a loud noise.
What Do Pigs Need?

Humans and pigs are living things which have needs. Circle the things that humans and pigs both need.

- food
- shelter
- school
- water
- transport
- fresh air
- exercise
- clothes
- social time
What Do Pigs Need?

Not all pigs are pets. Most pigs are raised on farms for food. What do you think the pigs below are thinking?
All About Pigs!

Colour in the pig. Does it have spot? What colour are the hooves? Do you find any of the facts amazing?

Pigs are very social and form close bonds with others.

Pigs are very smart. They can learn to do puzzles and even play video games!

Mother pigs sing to their babies. Piglets know the sound of their mother's voice.